Geography Pre-Assessment	1: 5 Themes of Geography

This Assessment covers the Five Themes of Geography including latitude and longitude, position of continents and landforms. 

Thoughtful responses that reflect an understanding of the Five Themes of Geography to the final, Extra-Credit, question will have additional points added to their score. 

	Which of the following is NOT a theme of geography?
	Location

Movement
Place
Climate
Region

	951 South 400 West Orem, UT is an example of _______________ location. (1.2)
	Functional

Relative
Formal
Absolute
GPS Coordinates

	100 miles northeast of Pittsburgh, on the Hudson River is an example of _________ location (1.1)
	Functional

Relative
Formal
Absolute
GPS Coordinates

	Which of the following is/are NOT human characteristics? (2.1)
	School Building

Golf Course
Climate
Reservoir
C and D
All are Human Characteristics

	Which of the following is/are NOT a physical characteristic? (2.1)
	Lakes

Reservoir
Native Trees/ Vegetation
Highways
A and B
B and D
All are Physical Characteristic

	An example of adapting to the environment is (Choose one): (3.3)
	Building a school

Traveling to the international space station
Going to a swimming pool in the summer 
Gathering native nuts and berries

	Match the following examples with the type of movement each represents. You may use them more than once. (7.2)


______ Trucks transporting products
______ Newspapers and magazines
______ Internet
______ UTA Busses
______ Cell Phones
______ Oil Tankers/ Cargo Ships
______ Sidewalks
	People

Migratory Birds
Ideas
Plate Tectonics
Goods
	Regions that have set boundaries and shared characteristics are known as _______. (5.1)
	Formal or Uniform
	Human
Functional
Codes of Ethics
Climates

	Places that receive the Daily Herald form which type of region? (5.1)
	Formal or Uniform

Human
Functional
Codes of Ethics
Climates

	Match the correct country, state, province, or territory for the given location coordinates: (1.2, 1.4)

_____ Persian Gulf
_____ Madagascar
_____ Iceland
_____Argentina
	34 S, 64 W

65 N, 19 W
26.7 N, 51.5 E
20 S, 46.5 E

	Chile is located in the South - _____________ hemisphere. (1.5)
	West

North
East
South

	This is a(n) ___________________________. (2.2)
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	Isthmus

Rainshadow
Plateau
Peninsula
Mesa
Island
Plain
Valley
Reservoir

